Logic model depicting relationships among BETRNet activities, expected outcomes, and long-term goal.

**Long-term Goal (10)**
Reduced EA incidence, morbidity, and mortality through improved understanding of BE

**Intermediate outcome (8)**
Validated EA risk assessment tools based on molecular, environmental, and epidemiological determinants of risk

**Intermediate outcome (9)**
Effective strategies for EA prevention and management

**Activity (6)**
Analyze data

**Activity (7)**
Develop new research projects

**Activity (5)**
Generate, collect, and report data

**Activity (4)**
Accrue/share data sources (patients, bio-specimens)

**Activity (1)**
Formulate appropriate research questions and design corresponding studies

**Activity (2)**
Develop (improve, support, maintain) intra-RC infrastructure and capacity

**Activity (3)**
Develop inter-RC linkages and collaborative infrastructure